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The Grade School Years

A
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s a child steps across the threshold from the
        
into the world of school, something new is now
          
which had formed the young child are freed in
some degree for use in a new way. At around
age seven, those forces have completed a crucial
      
        
development and anthroposophically-informed
         
on prematurely for intellectual pursuits before
this cycle of growth is complete. The aim is to
ensure that a strong, healthy physical body will
             
before these growth forces begin to be redirected
         
Working with these freed-up forces, the class
teacher now gradually weans the child from pure
        
         
leads over into understanding. The children hear
       
on the board and begin to separate themselves
from these inner and outer pictures, becoming
independent observers. They should love what
they see, but now with more distance than the
kindergarten child. At this age, the child can begin
to put those pictures into a context, or what

we call “understanding.” This understanding,
however, is more than abstract intellectual
knowledge. Instead, it is understanding saturated
with rich feelings that run the gamut from
excitement to sadness and joy. In this way, the
learning during the years of the elementary
school should never become dried out and dead.
      !   !
must not make the child feel isolated from the
world. Instead, at the end of a lesson, the child
   "     
     # $  
more!”
Developmentally appropriate learning
during this second seven-year period depends
          
&        
           
     '    
     
develops a trust in his or her own heart-borne
judgment. This is one of the imponderables that
         
years. It leads the children to know that their
own heart is able to give them a hint as to the
      
(         )
feelings that will help children develop a moral
      
It is the teacher who guides this development
         
child and the class as a whole, ideally over a span
of eight school years.
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blocks of wood or slices of pizza. We take them
      &      apart and put them together; we try to combine
may tell a story of four animals who decide to
' L   M !3    4
unite in seeking a new life for themselves in the
L  '
3   !4  
town of Bremen. The child can see that each
  39  > ) 9  
animal has its one-sidedness, in that the donkey
and 5 eighths; then 1 fourth and 1 eighth, etc.).
is good at one thing and the cat at something
P           
else. But when the animals join forces, the child
       ' 
     
J    
Developmentally appropriate apart these pieces to make
leads them to succeed
where they would have
#   = &
learning during this second
failed on their own.
common denominators.
seven-year period depends
Once the story has been upon loving one’s teacher,
Only then can the
told, and the children have
     
   ! "  
been able to sleep on it,
 Q   
   #
they re-create it by retelling
experience to allow the
it out of their own internal,
child to feel comfort and
        +
      
          
     
             
Towards the end of the elementary years,
characters acted or the way things worked out in
the subject of modern history provides the
the end. Inherent in such a story is also a living
teacher with yet another opportunity to give
picture of how the human being combines many
the children a chance to experience themselves
of these traits to become truly human. Yet such
as stepping into the stream of human society.
a concept would not be spoken. Rather it would
/    ++     
stand there, ready for the children to draw upon
 SU    U V 
       
X 2    ( +   
The middle years of the elementary school
 Z/[ !3    \M
           
    4  ]   
developmental approach. One of these arises in
who in 2013 led his workers out of the horror and
         sure death of the tsunami-stricken Fukushima
/         
          
         
astronomers—individuals in virtually every walk
of objects (e.g., apples) to “counters” that stand
of life—can provide examples of what it means to
  2  3 &       
learn about oneself and the world so as to rise to
4&    35 67 89:;4
   
Imagine, then: How does a ten-year-old in fourth
In these upper-elementary history classes,
       3  4  the students widen their focus from their own
 9  539=54 6  >?
3 "  
4       
36=>?4@C        place in the world. The teacher uses the subject
   5! &  #   (        
bigger number than the “16” in the second one?
          
Here the sure-handed teacher leads the
society today. They have experienced the range of
     J+  #   "        +  
       
         {
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of this, they are coming to feel their individual
            
in their community. They also come to see their
  L         
with a healthy group of peers.
Again, the aim is to teach so that these older
children are moved to want to do something out
           
        
see, and then understand what is called for out
of the whole context. That awareness will come

in high school. Here, the task of the class and
subject teachers is to keep them inspired and
working to develop their own knowledge of self
and world. The point is that they come to feel
more inspired to want to learn and to work for
         
The curriculum and the love and respect of the
children for their teachers provide the means to
educate the growing human being at this stage
of development.

The High School Years

a thinking saturated, to be sure, with deep feeling
and yearning for ideals—are thwarted, then
they may be redirected to one or the other form
of lust.
Though they share a common origin, the lust
         
themselves in the human soul as opposites. The
           
of deep and mysterious depths, like a volcano
overwhelming the conscious mind with feelings
that carry the searing heat of desire:

Douglas Gerwin
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minds of young adults concerning all aspects
   P     
           
'
        
of answering them—“so that riddles arise in their
youthful souls.”2
If riddles do not come to consciousness in
the growing teenager, then the soul forces that
       '

          
          
          
urge awakens in teenagers that can realize itself
in both senses of the verb “to conceive”—that
is, in the capacity to give birth to abstract ideas
as well as the capacity to create new human life.
P           
       L  
these burgeoning powers of abstract thinking—

      
     & 3
By contrast, the lust for power may be felt
           
descending as though from above, taking hold of
     
cold hatred.
But if it had to perish twice,
I think I know enough of hate
     
Is also great
C  Q 4
S  M       
          
intellectual energy into a pursuit of the physical
          
      "      
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